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Case Number:  S2308000042 Rev.B 
 
 

Release Date:  August 2023 
 
Symptom/Vehicle Issue: EPS And Other CAN C Modules Offline, U0001-00, U0002-
00, and U0131-00 Can C Bus Diagnostic Trouble Codes (DTCs). 
 
 
Discussion: When connecting wiTECH and viewing topology the Electric Power 
Steering (EPS) is offline along with other CAN C Modules. Scanning the vehicle for 
DTC’s you may find U0001 – CAN C Bus and U0002 – CAN C Bus Off Performance 
and or U0131-00 Lost Communication With Electronic Power Steering Control Module. 
The vehicle may be unresponsive at times.  
 
Diagnosis: To confirm the root cause is related to the EPS wiring perform the below.  
 

1. Complete the following steps and evaluate after each step if CAN-C bus comes   
back online (check for active DTCs). 
 
A. Verify EPS jumper harness has no damage or grounding. 

 
B. Wiggle the connector and ensure it is fully seated. 
 
C. Check EPS connector for any sign of corrosion, bent pins, shorted pin, loose   

connection. If damage is found, replace damaged component. EPS C1 
connector repair kit is available 68358151AA.  
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D. Unplug connector, wait for 5 minutes, reconnect the connector. 
 

E. Bypass EPS jumper harness using the overlay wires. If this resolves the issue, 
replace EPS jumper harness. 

 
F. If issue is still present after completing above steps, replace EPS gear as a 
last step. 

 


